
A PLOT REVIEW OF MARGARET ATWOODS NOVEL ALIAS GRACE

This is the theme that Margaret Atwood has developed through her novel, and I am not making this up for the sake of
my review. Her concluding paragraphs.

Similarly, other people's letters and quotations from newspapers, letters, poems, and other textual sources echo
the patchwork quilting metaphor in that the author used many sources from various perspectives to piece
together the whole story. But when we hung the same things up inside, in the gray twilight of the drying room,
they looked different, like pale ghosts of themselves hovering and shimmering there in the gloom. Grace
Marks could be a magnificent story-teller: a deceitful young woman who is very good at manipulating people
to get her way. She said she possessed Grace's body on the day of the murders, and drove James McDermott to
help her kill Montgomery and Kinnear. Hence we have the classic divide: the maiden and the whore. Margaret
Atwood has always had much in common with those writers of the last century who were engaged less by the
subtle minutiae of human interaction than by the chance to use fiction as a means of exploring and dramatizing
ideas. Fired by scientific curiosity, armed with the latest theories about mental illness, Dr. As she points out,
"But of course, our family were Protestants, and that is different. Some readers may feel that the novel only
intermittently succeeds in transcending the burden of history, research and abstraction -- all that gloomy
gaslight, all those creepy shadows. In addition to being a steamboat pilot, Mark Twain also worked as a miner.
Simon Jordan talks to Grace, she is often weaving a quilt. At the age of 16, she was convicted of abetting the
brutal murder of her employer, Thomas Kinnear, and his pregnant housekeeper and paramour, Nancy
Montgomery. There's nothing like the spectacle of female villainy brought to justice to revive the ancient,
tired, apparently endless debate over whether women are by nature saintly or demonic. Grace tells her life
story to the doctor as a chronology, but, as she does, she reflects on what she tells him like it was a patchwork
of experiences. Jordan gives up on his career and finally returns home to marry the woman his mother selected
for him. Twain is one of the most misquoted authors in history. Sarah Gadon plays Grace Marks in the series
Netflix has recently launched the first season of a new show based on Alias Grace. Today she wears her
habitual expression of strained anxiety; she smells of violets, and also of camphor. Modern readers may not be
satisfied with the idea that Mary, alias Grace, was the murderer. By contrast, it is evident that Mary Whitney's
crude comments would have been shocking even among servants of that time. He gives her money so she can
keep the house, thinking she will stop bothering him, but that only provokes her to try harder until she
succeeds in seducing him. However, another popular theory holds that he earned the nickname in a bar. Twain
denied this version of events, though.


